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Exponential growth
In two short decades, ordinary people have assumed
publication power beyond the dreams of the most powerful
kings: Any person can search for whatever they like without
opening a book, asking an expert or leaving their front door -then they can publish whatever to whomever whenever.
http://defamationwatch.com.au/

“When I took office, only high energy physicists had ever heard of
what is called the World Wide Web... Now even my cat has it's own
page.” - Bill Clinton



http://www.marketingcharts.com/wp/interactive/top-10-social-networking-websites-forums-february-2013-27543/

Time spent on
social networking sites

Users per month (2013)
Facebook:

Youtube:
Twitter:

Tumblr:
Flickr:
MySpace:

1.06 billion monthly active users,
680 million mobile users,
more than 50 million pages and 10 million apps
1 billion users, 4 billion views per day
500 million total users, more than 200 million
active users
170 million users, 100 million blogs
87 million users, 8 billion photos
25 million users

http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/resource-how-many-people-use-the-top-social-media/

Right to freedom of speech


The Constitutional right to freedom of speech (s 16 ) is not an
absolute right



Limitations and restrictions eg hate speech and child porn



Balancing of rights of others eg right to good name (defamation)



Employment context -- employment contract –
- agree against payment of fee to:
1) render certain services
2) work competently and diligently
3) obey lawful and reasonable instructions
3) serve the employer‟s interests and act in good faith

Defamation
Defamation is defined as the
 intentional
 publication
 of words or behaviour
 concerning another
 which has the tendency to undermine such
a person‟s status, good name or
reputation
– Neethling & Potgieter

Defences


The defendant can rely on defences such as:



Truth and in the public interest
Fair comment
Absolute privilege
Qualified privilege






Secondary
publishers
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In application


Applicant complained posting portrayed him as:



(i) A father who does not provide financially for
his family;
(ii) A father who would rather go out drinking
than caring for his family;
(iii) A person who has a problem with drugs and
alcohol





In application – seek order :


Interdicting and restraining the respondent from posting any
information pertaining to the applicant on Facebook or any other
social media;



In the event that the respondent fails to comply with the
abovementioned order that the respondent then be placed under
arrest for non-compliance for a period of 30 days or a period as
determined by the Court;



Removing the postings so posted by the respondent from Facebook
or any other social site it might have been placed;



If and in the event that the respondent fails, alternatively neglects,
alternatively refuses to remove such postings from Facebook or any
other social media site upon which it might have been posted that
the Sheriff of Randburg be ordered and authorised to remove the
postings so listed by the respondent; and Costs of the application

DECISION & REASONS
The court granted the order for interdict and costs as follows:
(1) The respondent is to remove all postings which she has posted
on Facebook or any other site in the social media which refer
to the applicant.
(2) The respondent is to pay the applicant‟s costs in this
application

Right to good name part of right to dignity


The Court confirmed that we have:



common law rights to both privacy and freedom of speech
constitutional rights to privacy (s 14) and freedom of speech (s 16)







Although right to good name (reputation) is recognised as part of
common law, it is not specifically mentioned in the Bill of Rights as
constitutionally protected right
Generally accepted that right to a good name forms part of and can
be protected under the right to dignity (s 10) (Khumalo v Holomisa; Nat Media
v Bogoshi)

Reasonable person test


To determine defamatory meaning of words the court applies the
test of the reasonable person:



whether a reasonable person
of ordinary intelligence
might reasonably understand
the words concerned to convey a meaning defamatory of the litigant
concerned








Court found: words of the posting on Facebook indeed contain the
defamatory meaning of which the applicant complains

Defences
(1) Truth and to the public benefit



the words should not only be true,
but should also be to the public benefit or in the public interest



Distinction between what „is interesting to the public‟ as opposed to
„what is in the public interest to make known‟,



Court concludes: even if words are true, it is neither to the public benefit
nor in the public interest for the words to be published

(2)

Fair Comment
The comment “must be based on facts expressly stated or clearly
indicated and admitted or proved to be true”

Court concludes: background to posting & words themselves = malice

Requirements for an interdict
Interdict requisites:
1) Prima facie right?

In casu:
1) Applicant right to privacy &
protection reputation
2) Irreparable harm if not granted? 2) Applicant has been defamed
3) The absence of similar
protection by any other remedy?

3) ? ?
Respondent: Appl threatened
to sue for damages – so
damages proper remedy (&
applicant not entitled to
remedy of interdict)

Development of common law


The court concluded that it is in respect of the
remedy where infringements of privacy take
place in the social media that the common
law needs to develop.
The court referred to Louis Brandeis, a former justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States of America, who wrote in 1890 that: “Political,
social and economic changes entail the recognition of new rights, and the
common law, in its eternal youth, grows to meet the demands of society...”
Warren and Brandeis

Taking into consideration:


Court held that applicant: entitled to remedy of interdict. Taking into
consideration:



Electronic media -- items posted & travel at click, and be removed (at minimal
cost) from a computer in a moment, in an instant, at the twinkling of an eye –
this This can also be done at minimal cost. The situation is qualitatively
different from the scenario where newspapers have been or are about printed
in hardcopy and distributed.



The court pointed out that in a case of publication in the press of private facts
about a person, the person’s interest in preventing the public disclosure of
such facts must be weighed against the interest of the public, if any, to be
informed about such facts



Resolving the tensions between every human being’s constitutional rights
both to freedom of expression and to dignitas is all about balance
and it is necessary to take into account the context in which a publication
occurs





The Respondent contended that the applicant could
have approached Facebook, reported the abuse and asked for the
posting to be blocked, since as a subscriber, the applicant must
know of Facebook’s Data Policies and of the fact that he can report
abuse to Facebook.



The Court held that there was no assurance before the court that
Facebook would comply with such a request and held that it is better
for the courts to focus on users (the “wrongdoers themselves” rather
than Facebook itself if intrusions on privacy are effectively to be
curbed

Court held:
▪ The court held that in the circumstances of this case it is satisfied that by issuing an
interdict that the respondent is to remove the posting, the court will be providing a
remedy for which there is no other by which the applicant, with the same effect, “kan
geholpen worden”. The court added that the interdict which it proposes to make will
resolve the issue without the needless expense, drama, trauma and delay that are likely
to accompany an action for damages in a case such as this.
▪ The court held that since the future is uncertain, it shall not go so far as “interdicting and restraining
the respondent from posting any information pertaining to the applicant on Facebook or any other
social media” – there is no way of knowing for certain that there will be no circumstances in the future
that may justify publication about the applicant.
▪ The court held that it will not go so far as making an order, at this stage, that in the event that the
respondent fails to comply with the court‟s order that the respondent then be placed under arrest for
non-compliance for a period of 30 days or any other period. The court reasoned that it has no way of
knowing whether or not the respondent may become incapable of complying with the court‟s order and
it is unseemly for the courts to wield their authority with a sledgehammer. Everyone knows that life can
be made uncomfortable for those who do not comply with court orders .



The court stated that it was unsure whether it falls within the competence of the
Sheriff of Randburg to remove the postings should the respondent fail to do so. The
court decided not to make an order in this regard but stated that the applicant is
welcome to approach the court again on this issue should it become necessary. The
court warned those who make postings about others on social media to remove such
postings immediately upon the request of an offended party. It will seldom be worth
contesting one‟s obligation to do so.



Public figures:



the court stated that every case should be decided in the light of the boni mores of
society “Boni mores” means, literally, “good customs/conventions” but in this context
it may more accurately be translated as “society‟s sense of justice and fair play”.
and supports the standard that, in matters relating to privacy, persons must act
reasonably











The „truth plus public benefit/interest‟ test will generally protect both public figures and
those who write about them provided it is remembered that
it is not in the public interest that every titbit of information and not every morsel of
salacious gossip about a public figure be made publicly known.
There is legitimate public interest in the affairs of public figures. Legitimate interest in
what they do does not overshadow the fact that public figures have the same human
rights as everyone else.
They too enjoy a constitutional right to privacy. Not only does our law protect every
person‟s right to dignitas (inner tranquillity)

Conclusion


Court developed the common law to provide a relatively fast and
easy way to effectively remove defamatory posts from Facebook (or
other social media) by means of a court order.



Normally the first step would be to request author, alternatively the
Internet service provider to remove defamatory statement from
server.



Other possibility: lay charge of crimen iniuria (if posts also offensive
– bearing in mind: violation of dignity has to be proven))

